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CONTEXT
Today the majority of companies understand the challenges 
of Web Analytics, however, lots of them still face problems 
setting up their analytics tools, and also experience 
problems during the entire life cycle of their analytics 
project. Implementing a new feature, correcting tagging 
errors, or modifying the initial tagging plan can prove to be 
a real battle.

Tagging web sites or mobile environments is often seen 
as a dreaded task by the technical and marketing services 
of a company as it can turn out to be both a complex and 
time-consuming process. This task can sometimes be 
the source of problems that exist between the different 
departments within a company. 

In addition to the different communication fears and 
problems, there is often a lack of organisation, and even 
a lack of understanding that exists between the different 
teams (technical and marketing in particular), which slows 
down the implementation of an analytics solution, and in 
turn makes the solution somewhat restrictive.
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THE CURRENT WEB ANALyTICS 
PROjECT
The complicated process involved in implementing a web 
analytics solution can be largely explained by the diversity 
of the people involved in the project. Not everyone involved 
in the project has the same goals and objectives, nor do 
they work in the same department.

Furthermore, those who are involved in the technical 
implementation of the project are not often included at the 
beginning of the project and do not have the opportunity 
to take advantage of the top class assistance provided by 
consultants.

The essential and somewhat delicate phase at the 
beginning of any web analytics project remains the 
identification	of	user	needs	which	are	then	to	be	translated	
into a tagging plan. This is where things generally tend to 
get complicated.

Web analysts have no other option but to translate user 
needs into a tagging plan by relying on a template proposed 
by the solution, and to adhere to the nomenclature that 
must be used.

Fact: The standard tag, even when inserted onto all of the 
pages of the site to be audited, is generally not enough 
to obtain the level of detail required to make all types of 
decisions. 
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It is the famous «variables» which make it possible to 
access more accurate analyses. The variables are listed in 
documentation which is written and set out by AT Internet. 
For	example,	if	you	want	to	measure	identified	visitors,	you	
need to enhance your tagging with an «xtan» variable. It is 
impossible to guess this variable if you haven’t had a look 
at the list of different variables available.

Learning about the different variables and transferring 
them into a tagging plan will not bring any added value 
to your business decisions, however, it is essential when 
adopting a classic approach.

The consultant, who is restricted by this formality, will 
draw-up the famous tagging guide which will then be 
sent to a team of integrators for application. It is normally 
during	the	integration	phase	when	the	first	problems	are	
encountered; the team of integrators are not normally 
aware of the objectives in place, and tend to get lost in the 
purely technical aspects of the project. 
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THE SOFT TAGGING  
PHILOSOPHy: 20% TAGGING, 
80% CONFIGURATION

The R&D teams at AT Internet have always had one key 
objective when working on the tag: that it should be easy 
and quick to implement. Our Analyzer solution is already 
a step ahead of its competitors but it seemed somewhat 
strategic for us to do even better. 

Soft Tagging is a new ideology, which relies on sharing 
more coherent tasks. Technical teams are responsible for 
integrating tags, whereas marketing teams manage the 
analyses.

Specific	business	needs	are	measured	thanks	to	the	use	
of	a	«super»	variable	whose	format	has	been	simplified.	
you create the variable to meet your needs: it is no longer 
necessary to use AT Internet’s nomenclature. you choose 
the names of the variables that suits best, our system will 
be able to interpret them.

Furthermore, the variables don’t have to be used straight 
away as we are all too aware that a company’s needs may 
change	over	time	and	that	a	certain	level	of	flexibility	is	
required.

This philosophy is based on the strength of a new 
configuration	tool	which	is	available	in	a	new	interface,	
Data Manager.

This new interface is dedicated to the creation of 
processing rules and how you want to use them. 
Furthermore, it is possible to immediately test the values 
of your new variables by creating a hit panel which will 
allow you to check if your variables are relevant or not. 
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Technical departments no longer need to anticipate needs 
before	the	project	begins	or	to	allocate	a	specific	budget	
to unforeseen tagging operations. As far as Marketing 
departments are concerned, they will no longer have to 
deal with the IT Department’s implementation schedule.  
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EXAMPLES

CreaTing a variable from a Url

During a period of sales, an e-Commerce site manager 
would like to analyse the performance of sales for a 
particular aisle in real time without having to contact the 
technical teams to update the initial tagging that was put in 
place. 

With Soft Tagging, DataManager allows users to create 
their own variables by using a URL parse function to 
automatically isolate an element of this address.  

For example: http://www.commerce.com/tv/televiseur-
plasma/samsung/televiseur-plasma-samsung.php

The variable to be isolated is the aisle (in this case TV).

With a simple drag and drop, the URL will be parsed in 
order to isolate the requested parameter. The variable is 
then associated with the analysis of your choice (aisles, 
site custom variables etc.). All that remains to be done is to 
release the variable online.
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managing referenCe TableS

Creating	and	maintaining	reference	tables	typifies	the	
tensions that may exist between the technical and 
marketing departments. 

Let’s take the example of a bank which has to manage 
different agencies that are added to its analytics tool. The 
agencies are managed as level 2 sites (tree structure 
elements which are part of the AT Internet tool). In the 
tagging,	each	agency	is	identified	by	a	numerical	code	(a	
technical constraint of the tool) and not by its name.

As part of the traditional approach, each new agency 
which is added requires a technical intervention within 
the code. The tag then needs to be updated so that each 
newly added agency can be integrated correctly. Such 
frequent	modifications	can	quickly	create	instabilities	
within the system, not to mention the lack of involvement 
of the different people who are part of a project as well as 
possible errors.

The new tool will make it much easier to maintain 
correspondence tables within the same interface, meaning 
that no more technical help is required. All you need to do 
is associate the updated table.
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organiSing TraffiC

For	example,	managing	a	specific	partner	within	a	
campaign perfectly illustrates how Soft Tagging can help 
users.

Let’s consider a partnership campaign which requires a 
specific	tracking	variable,	e.g.	xtor=AL-123.	If	a	partner	
does not use this particular variable, it will not be possible 
to	identify	it	as	a	variable	which	generates	traffic.	In	our	
example, the partner uses their own variable «b47» which 
is meaningless to the AT Internet tool. The partner’s entire 
site has been tagged with this variable and the only way 
to	justify	that	this	variable	generates	traffic	is	to	add	the	
«xtor=AL-123»	ID	to	the	URLs.	You	also	need	to	consider	
all of the associated error risks. 

In this example Data Manager will allow users to create 
a rule which will transform the parameter b47 into 
xtor=AL-123.

Traffic	is	then	redirected	automatically	to	the	right	place	
without the partner having to do anything.
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CONCLUSION
This new approach, which is more than a technical 
advance, will improve the synergy between different 
departments of a company, by making operational cycles 
much smoother and improving the distribution of the 
efforts of both technical and marketing departments.

Two main advantages of the soft tagging philosophy include 
the following: companies will no longer have to worry about 
the technical aspects of a project, allowing them to focus 
on data interpretation, and they will also save time thanks 
to	the	simplified	tagging	process.	

It is important, however, to highlight that projects must be 
well-thought out in advance. Establishing a strategy with 
the aim of extracting the added value of data remains key.

With their vast experience and expertise, our team of 
consultants are involved more than ever before in this 
framework. They are available to help our customers 
in their web analytics projects and if need be help them 
correct previous actions to make better decisions.
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